
Statement from Ross Hart, Federal Labor Candidate for Bass 
 
I am Ross Hart, the Labor candidate for Bass in the Federal Election. 
 
I am a lawyer, I have lived and worked in Northern Tasmania for most of my life. I have mentored 
young lawyers to take their place within the Legal Profession, I have volunteered for local 
organisations and have done my time at Saturday kid’s sport. 
 
I am married to Annie, and have one son Pete who is now 26. 
 
Under Scott Morrison, everything is going up but your pay – costs of living are skyrocketing.  
 
There is no plan to address cost of living – the reduction of the fuel excise and payments to low-paid 
and middle-income earners do not compensate for over eight years of low wage growth. 
 
There is no plan to ensure that workers have fair conditions at work. If you do the same job as 
another, you should get the same pay. 
 
If elected, Labor will ensure ‘job security' is explicitly inserted into the Fair Work Act and that casual 
work is properly defined in law.. 
 
The Government has no plan to increase the wages of low-paid workers, no plan to address the 
exploitation of aged care workers, much less address the concerns identified in the Royal 
commission on aged care. 
 
There is nothing to realise the manufacturing potential of hydrogen at Bell Bay, and a refusal to 
acknowledge that outsourcing of well-paid jobs to labour hire companies leads to a reduction in 
services. 
 
A Labor government will strengthen Medicare, making it easier to see a GP, create secure local jobs 
by investing in Fee-Free TAFE and more university places, make child care cheaper, and make more 
things here in Australia by working with business to invest in manufacturing and renewables to 
create more Australian jobs. 
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